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Description of Issues Program Name Date/ Time Aired Narrative of Type, Description of Issue

Arts Commonwealth Journal

Arts & Entertainment Commonwealth Journal

Politics Commonwealth Journal

Health & Safety Commonwealth Journal

Arts Commonwealth Journal

Politics Commonwealth Journal

1/6/2019: 7:30-
8:00 A.M    

From Solitary to The Stage// Sara Mariposa Fonseca spent more than two years in solitary confinement 
in a California prison. Her letters to her friend Julia Steele Allen were one of the only links she had to the 
outside world. Now, Julia is telling Mariposa's story on stage. Host Anna Fisher-Pinkert talks with Julia 
Steele Allen about creating and performing Mariposa and the Saint.

1/13/2019: 7:30- 
8:00 A.M 

A First Ladys Second Love// One came from a wealth and privilege, the other from poverty. One was the 
niece of one president and the wife of another, the other was a reporter for the Associated Press. Anna 
Fisher-Pinkert talks with author Susan Quinn about the unlikley  romance between FIrst Lady Eleanor 
Roosevelt and Lorena "Hick" Hickock, subject of the new book Eleanor and Hick.

1/20/2019: 7:30- 
8:00 A.M    

What's Next for the Labor Movement// Unions have been a defining force in American political life for 
decades. But recently, there have been many challenges to unions' power. Host Anna Fisher-Pinkert 
talks with Steve Striffler of UMass Boston's Labor Resource Center, and Steven Tolman of the AFL-CIO 
about the rise of the gig economy, restrictions on public-sector unions, and what it all means for our 
region and our nation.

1/27/2019: 7:30- 
8:00 A.M 

 Climate Change: How we know What we Know// Not sure if climate change has hit your hometown? 
Trying to distinguish fact from fiction? Environmental science expert Robyn Hannigan catches us up on 
the latest climate news.

2/3/2019: 7:30-
8:00 A.M  

Knights, Dragons and One Epic Tale// New York Times, best selling author M.T. Anderson, takes us on a 
ride on to the 12th Century France, with his new graphic novel, Yvain: Knight of the lion, where a night 
in Arthors Court enconters romance, danger and one fiercly loyal lion. 

2/10/2019: 7:30- 
8:00 A.M  

The Politcis of Anger// Sometimes it seems like everyone is mad these days, people are mad about the 
economy. Immigration If there's one emotion that characterizes last year in politics, it's anger. Next on 
Common Wealth we are talking to Umass Boston professor of Pyschology, Michael Milburn about his 
book, Raised to Rage: The Politics of Anger and the Roots of Authoritarianism.



Voting Rights Commonwealth Journal

Arts & Entertainment Commonwealth Journal

Politics & Law Commonwealth Journal

Education Commonwealth Journal

Arts & Entertainment Commonwealth Journal

2/17/2019:7:30-
8:00 A.M  

How Civic Deserts Alienate Youth// Think about the town where you live, wher is your neasest library? If 
the answer is really far you might be living in a civic society. According to a recent study, 60% of 
millenials in the United States lack a political life. Talking to researchers Kei Kawashima-Ginsberg and 
Felicia  Sullivan about how isolation from civic life has had a big impact on young rual voters.

2/24/2019: 7:30-
8:00 AM

 Hugo Nominee Max Gladstone and the Rule sof Magic// Up next in commonwealth Journal, we are 
talking with guest, author Max Gladstone. About his Hugo nominated book series which follow magical 
investigators as they tackle cases involving murdered gods, skeleton kings, and demon infestations.  

3/3/2019: 7:30-
8:00 AM

 Racism, Fear and Getting Help// In the days after the presidential election a Natick man received 
profanity filled threatning letter because he had black friends visit his home. Racist graffiti appeared 
near the peak of Mt Tom in Easthampton. Natick police have investigated the letters. Volunteers washed 
the Graffiti  off the mountain but for some people of color what they have seen / heard cannot be easily 
wiped away. We will be seeing the effects of pyschological impacts of racism with Tahera Abdula, 
professor of psychology at Umass Boston.

3/10/2019: 7:30-
8:00 AM

Cozy UP With a Good Book and a Danish Prince// For Most High school students Shakespere is cold and 
relic but not for Emma Allen the protagonist of the new novel, Saving Hamlet. Emma a high school stage 
manager finds herself getting up close and personal with the bard as she travels back through time to 
the Elizabethan Era, where Shakespere's working on his most drama Hamlet. Up next we're talking to 
Molly Booth, author of Saving Hamlet. All about Theatre nerds, time travel, cross dressing and more.

3/17/2019: 7:30-
8:00 AM

Barbra Lynch:Bostons Master Chef// Before Barbra Lynch opened up more than half a dozen succesfful 
restaurants, before she even picked up her first chef knife, she was just another kid growing up in the 
old harbor projects in South E. Barbra Lynch was a risk taking girl who once stole a bus and dodging 
bullets from a gang and she grew up to make one of the finest food in the city. Next we are talking with 
Barbra Lynch about her Memoir, "Out of line: A life of Playing with Fire"



Politics & Law Commonwealth Journal

Health of Safety Commonwealth Journal

3/24/2019: 7:30-
8:00 A.M  

Asian Americans in Politics// 135 years ago years ago congress passed the chinese exclusion act 
specifically banning all chinese laborers from entering the Unites States. 75 Years ago president Franklin 
Roosevelt signed an order sending 120,000 Japanese Americans to intermit camps. Today Asians are the 
highest income, best educated and fastest  growing racial  group in the United States. Up next next on 
Commonwealth journal we're talking with political scientist  Paul Watanabe, taking a look back on the 
political forces that have shaped the Asian American experience in the United States, and looking 
forward to what the future holds.

3/31/2019: 7:30-
8:00AM   

 Menstuation Mythbusting// Americans have all sorts of ways of talking about their periods, half the 
world experiences it - but no one wants to talk about it. Up next we are talking with Chris Bobel, 
associates professor of womens and gender studies at Umass Boston about the menstrual health stigma 
and the new technologies that are changing how we view our bodies.


	Commonwealth Journal

